Providing a network for victory

Making a difference

Now more than ever we need to understand and share the large and small wins
that every news organization achieves. Time to learn is more precious than ever.
APME provides a wonderful network for this.

APME has always been one of our industrys leading organizations.
Participation in APME is valuable to all editors who want to make a difference
in their organizations and help shape the future of American journalism.
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n Hank Klibanoff, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
n Maria Lettman, The Record, Hackensack, N.J.
(Terms expiring in 2009)
n Peter Kovacs, The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, La.
n Carole Tarrant, The Roanoke (Va.) Times
n Andrew Oppmann, The Tennessean, Nashville
n Karen Peterson, The News Tribune, Tacoma, Wash.
n Jill Nevels-Haun, The News-Messenger, Fremont, Ohio
n Calvin Stovall, Press & Sun-Bulletin, Binghamton, N.Y.
n Ken Tuck, The Dothan (Ala.) Eagle

» Glenn Proctor, executive editor, Richmond Times-Dispatch
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

Will we be dead in a decade?
Time to thrive in the digital age.
G
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See you at the Red Rock.
» APs new mobile news network
» Making climate change real on the local level
David Ledford is president of the Associated Press
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Great idea!

E

ach year, one of the most popular things
at the APME conference is our Great
Ideas book, which features examples of
neat stuff being done by papers across America.
Its worth the admission price alone. Heres a
peak at a few of this years great ideas.
Twitter for Readership
The Telegraph, Nashau, N.H.: Damon Kiesow | managing editor / online
Newspapers have missed more than their share of chances to get in on
the ground floor of new technologies. One reason is the reluctance to
waste time on new things without a clear promise of a return on investment. When the Telegraph signed up for a Twitter.com account in early
2007, the paper had no idea if the Web- and SMS-based discussion services would ever become popular. In fact, the Telegraph had no idea if anyone outside of some hard-core early adopters would even care that it had
an account. Almost 2,000 breaking news messages and 175 followers
(subscribers) later, it is still a niche product, but usage is growing every
day. The minimal level of effort required to support the service already
makes it worthwhile, regardless of how many local readers eventually get
signed-up. It is the classic low-risk, medium-reward project.

A major investment in watchdog reporting
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel:
Mark Katches | AME projects & investigations
The newspaper built from scratch a 10-person watchdog team that balances quick-hit investigations and more ambitious projects. A year later,
investigative reporter Dave Umhoefer won the Pulitzer for local reporting. The newsroom also invested in Watchdog Online. It
includes more than 50 watchdog reports,
searchable data generating millions of page
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(Terms expiring in 2010)
n Mark Bowden, formerly of The Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
n Joseph Garcia, The Arizona Republic, Phoenix
n Jon Broadbooks,The State Journal-Register, Springfield, Ill.
n Peggy Bellows, Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch
n Jan Touney, Quad City Times, Davenport, Iowa
n Adell Crowe, formerly of USA Today
n Bob Heisse, Centre Daily Times, State College, Pa.
n Jim Brady, WashingtonPost.com, Washington, D.C.
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» Cheryl Carpenter, managing editor, Charlotte Observer
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When the Phoenix Mercury won the 2007 WNBA championship, The Arizona Republic celebrated their victory with a commemorative page in the next day's sports section. Readers liked it, so the paper wanted
to extend the concept to other championships. The Republic realized, however, that it would be impossible to devote the print resources to do a page for each of the seven state high school football championships. So, it created an online version for each game that readers could download and print out. The
paper designed the pages so they could be printed at 11x17 (or smaller) rather than a standard newspaper page and still have impact. This particular softball poster generated more than 1,700 downloads and
has proved to be the most successful one to date.
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